Fast Modulation of Surface Amphiphobicity/Amphiphilicity via Bidirectional Substitution between Perfluorinated Surfactant and Polyanions throughout Pre-Assembled Polyelectrolyte Multilayers.
In the present work, we demonstrate a bidirectional substitution between perfluorooctanoate (PFO) surfactant and polyanions throughout the pre-assembled polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEMs) for a rapid modulation of surface wettability between amphiphobicity and amphiphilicity. Upon incubation of the PEMs made of alternating deposition of poly(diallyldimethylammonium) (PDDA) and poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS) in PFO solutions at concentrations above or around its critical micelle concentration, the majority (ca. > 75%) of PSS molecules throughout the PDDA/PSS PEMs can be substituted by PFO anions within 10 seconds, generating PFO substituted PDDA/PSS (PFO-PDDA/PSS) films. This effective substitution of PSS polyanions in PDDA/PSS PEMs by PFO anions is suggested by the mechanism that the stability of PDDA/PFO complexes is higher than that of PDDA/PSS PEMs. Furthermore, PFO anions all the way through the PFO-PDDA/PSS films can be reversibly substituted by PSS polyanions, while the substitution efficiency depends on the ionic strength of the PSS solutions. The processes of bidirectional and reversible substitution between PFO anions and PSS polyanions throughout the PDDA/PSS films can be repeated at least 10 times accompanied with negligible change in the film thickness and surface morphology. Surface wettability study reveals that the PFO-PDDA/PSS films are amphiphobic with water and oil contact angles of 114 ± 2° and 64 ± 2°, respectively, while PSS substituted PFO-(PDDA/PSS) films are amphiphilic with water and oil CAs of 6 ± 1° and 0°, respectively. These novelties of the films enable switchable surface wettability simply by dipping the PDDA/PSS films coated objects into PFO solutions for 2 seconds or PSS solutions for 30 seconds.